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Joint Venture Agreement

Agreement date                                       <<DATE>>

Developer                                              <<NAME>> of <<ADDRESS>>

Investor                                            <<NAME>>

Property                                            <<ADDRESS>>

Purchase Cost                                        £<<PURCH COST>>

Refurbishment Costs (estimate)               £<<COST>>

1.   The Developer has purchased or is about to purchase the Property for the 
Purchase Cost.

2.   The Developer intends to refurbish the property for sale and has estimated the 
refurbishment costs. If refurbishment costs are likely to exceed the estimated 
figure either the developer will pay for the excess and such excess (plus interest 
thereon calculated as set out in (5) below) will be deducted from the sale proceeds 
prior to any profit share; or the investor may (subject to prior consultation) agree to 
fund these expenses.

3.   The Investor has agreed to lend the Developer the Purchase Cost and 
Refurbishment Costs.

4.   The Developer shall refurbish the property and place the same on the market for 
sale within a reasonable period of time but in any event within 6 months of this 
Agreement.

5.   Upon the sale of the property the sale proceeds (less costs of sale) shall be paid 
as follows:

(a)      To the Investor the first £<<PURCH COST>>
(b)      To the Investor half of any profit made having paid (a)
(c)      To the Developer half of any profit made having paid (a)

6.   The Developer shall at all times have full conduct and control of the refurbishment 
of the property and the sale of the property.

7.   The Investor will have first charge over the property by way of security for the 
investment.

8.   For the avoidance of any doubt the Developer and the Investor confirm that there 
is no existing partnership agreement between them and it is not the intention of 
either of them to create any partnership under the Partnership Act 1890 and this 
agreement should not be construed as creating or confirming any such 
partnership.
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As Witness the Parties have set their hands

Developer
(signature)

Investor
(signature)
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